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Reduce the risk of

compromise in confidential

video calls by selecting a

video conferencing

platform with end-to-end

security.

With a plethora of collaborative

applications to choose from, it is

crucial that organisations take a

risk-based approach when assessing

the security of video conferencing

platforms. As with any security

governance process, you determine

the sensitivity and value of the

content and match it with the

appropriate security measures.

This white paper provides an

introductory overview of video

conferencing security and proposes

the use of a security readiness

criteria to assess new or existing

video conferencing applications to

help identify and measure business

risk.
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HOW SECURE IS VIDEO
CONFERENCING AND
HOW DOES IT WORK?

ensure video calls stay confidential. 

provide integrity, or proof that the content has

not been tampered with or modified. 

provide authentication, to verify the origin of

the content.

provide non-repudiation to ensure the sender

cannot deny sending the content.

Encryption can provide several key benefits:
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The level of security required is

determined by the sensitivity of the

data. Encryption can provide

confidentiality, integrity,

authentication, and non-repudiation for

sensitive information.
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Most of the existing video conferencing solutions only

encrypt video content between the user's device and the

solution providers’ servers. 

However, to ensure absolute protection of sensitive

content, video content should be encrypted when sent

from a device, in transmission across the network, and on

the server. 

This is known as end-to-end encryption. But it is important

to note that end-to-end encryption is only part of the

solution and this whitepaper will explore why we must

consider end-to-end encryption coupled with end-to-end

security to ensure our private and confidential

conversations are; just that.
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HOW SECURE IS ENCRYPTED 
VIDEO CONFERENCING HOSTED BY A
THIRD-PARTY PROVIDER?

The majority of video conferencing platforms provide encrypted

video calls. The call content is encrypted in transit, preventing an

adversary from intercepting or seeing the call content. However, as

can be seen in diagram 1 below, the third-party provider has the

ability to access, transmit, or even modify the content of the

meeting. This is because they generate the encryption keys at their

servers, meaning that the audio and video of each call isn’t truly

private and secure.

This means the privacy and security of your meeting can

potentially be compromised.
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Diagram 1 demonstrates the data flow in a video conference call

hosted by a third-party provider.
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WHAT ARE THE
SECURITY RISKS?

The demand for video conferencing has

escalated on an unprecedented scale,

with one provider hosting over 20 billion

meeting minutes in April 2020.

Meeting room names with a predictable

combination of the company’s name and the

user’s name can be susceptible to phishing

and brute-force attacks. 

Participants are at risk of unwanted intrusions

if the email invite containing the unique

meeting room identifier and password is

shared to non-members. 

Non-member meetings do not require

authentication, meaning third-party users can

access a call using a simple link or code

embedded in emails or calendar invites.

Often, the meetings do not require specific

individuals, just that participants have an

account.

In the urgency to meet surging demand, some

providers have been called out by security

experts for focusing on useability and scale over

privacy and security. Poorly configured

authentication and access controls have exposed

a plethora of security risks and vulnerabilities.
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A recent report highlighted privacy and security

concerns with popular video conferencing

providers, questioning the collection and

protection of consumer data. 

As the providers generate the encryption keys

at their servers, they have unlimited access to

the video conference call and its data.

 According to their privacy policies, they can

collect data during the call by accessing audio

transcripts or spot checks on video calls for

quality and product development purposes. Of

particular concern is the sharing of data with

data brokers and other sources to build

consumer profiles unrelated to the call.

//

THE ESSENTIAL SECURITY
QUESTIONS AROUND DATA
TRANSPARENCY AND
TRACEABILITY
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The encryption keys and video call data can

be accessed by the third party and their

related service providers, meaning your

data is at risk from internal and external

security incidents or breaches. 

Any providers in the data lifecycle need to

be identified and assessed for likelihood of

risk. Another issue to consider is the storage

location of the data and encryption keys,

and whether they are subject to a countries’

surveillance laws and regulations.

There remains a critical privacy and security

question: who has access to the audio and

video, and ultimately confidential data, besides

the user and third-party provider? 

To understand the likelihood of risk, it is

essential to conduct a due diligence process

and trace the data lifecycle to identify the

levels of access and security in place and even

its storage location.

//
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HOW SECURE IS END-TO-END

ENCRYPTED VIDEO

CONFERENCING?

To keep the risk of compromise to a minimum, a platform that

supports end-to-end encryption (E2EE) offers a higher level of

security than an encrypted video call in transit. The encryption keys

that lock up and open user data can only be generated and stored

at the user endpoints. 

Diagram 2 demonstrates E2EE and the content flow from endpoint

to endpoint, where the video call content can only be accessed by

the participants and cannot be viewed, accessed, or modified by

any intermediaries, including the service providers.
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Diagram 2 demonstrates the video call content flow with end-to-

end encryption.

The advantage of using E2EE is that the server cannot access and

view the meeting content, and it only records metadata such as the

email address of attendees, IP addresses and the time of the call.
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While E2EE offers participants peace of mind

when it comes to security during a video call, it

does not directly address the risks at the

communication endpoints themselves. 

The user endpoint displays the content on a

device and stores the data in its memory via a

downloaded application, either locally or in the

cloud. Therefore, the video content is only as

secure as the strength of the security controls in

place at the user endpoint or cloud

infrastructure. E2EE is still a secure option,

however there are a number of risks worth

considering.

E2EE does not automatically provide

authentication and authorisation for the

participants. A conference invite intercepted by

or forwarded to an adversary may contain

enough information to join the conference by

impersonating an invited user or under any

other name.
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WHAT ARE THE RISKS OF
RELYING ON ONLY
END-TO-END ENCRYPTION.
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No password protection (authentication) for the participants

means the unwanted parties can still join the E2EE conference.

In case of the password-protected conferences, delivery of a

common password to a video conference along with or within

the invitation (e.g., using the same channel such as email) is

prone to compromise.

Using ordinary email for delivery of conference invitations does

not guarantee the identity of the sender, which may allow

imposters to host online meetings and access information

without authorisation.

Incorrectly added participants may be removed from the

invitation but may still be able to join the conference.

It is important to note that all the risks below are not inherent to

E2EE video conferences and are applicable to non-E2EE

conferences as well.
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RISK FACTORS NOT ELIMINATED BY 
END-TO-END ENCRYPTION
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In many cases, joining the conference requires an app to run on

the user’s device. Purposely crafted phishing emails can lead

users to install an infected app, compromising both the user’s

device and the confidentiality of the conference.

The conference application on the users’ devices needs to be

kept up to date with the latest security updates to avoid flaws

and vulnerabilities. Without updated software, the user's

computer or device can be compromised, allowing the attacker

to intercept the call or eavesdrop on the conversation via the

secure video conferencing application.

In industries like healthcare, finance and legal, it is mandatory to

create an audit trail including the recording of video calls. E2EE

forces their creation at the user endpoints, where they are at risk

of tampering or compromise.
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HUMAN ERROR AS A
SECURITY RISK

End-to-end encryption may be a solution

for reducing external risk factors, but it

does not eliminate the factor of user

error.

Users sharing one password to organise and

access video conferences across multiple

meetings, users, or devices.

Not being able to verify that the meeting

invite really belongs to the host. Potentially

allowing an adversary to impersonate the

intended sender.

The organiser misaddressing email invites

containing the meeting links and password.

Invitees sharing the video call invite with

meeting access details to non-participants.

Users being susceptible to phishing attacks, as

the link to access meetings is often embedded

in email invites can be replaced with a

malicious URL.

Employee complacency was recently highlighted

as a concerning security issue in the Verizon 2020

Data Breach Investigations Report. Despite cyber

awareness training in the workplace, the high

severity risk of human error continues to

undermine even the most secure systems.
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END-TO-END ENCRYPTION 

VS END-TO-END SECURITY

This table compares the two technologies in relation to essential

security goals to protect the data and the content of video calls.

Security 

goals

E2EE without 

end-to-end security

E2EE with 

end-to-end security

Authentication Authentication may not

be required to join.

If authentication is

required, the video

conference (VC)

provider has access to

users’ passwords during

authentication.

Authentication is

always required for all

parties.

Allows for

authentication without

sending passwords to

the VC provider

(preventing provider’s

access to users’ private

keys) with optional 2FA.

Auditability Activity logs can be

stored at endpoints and

be subject to

tampering.

Immutable logs of

conferences stored in

the cloud.
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Security 

Goals

E2EE without 

end-to-end security

E2EE with 

end-to-end security

Authorisation Meeting request is sent

via email and is

therefore subject to the

security of the mail

delivery system or of

the endpoints.

Meeting URLs/IDs and

passwords can be

shared with unintended

parties.

Removal of such parties

may not revoke their

access from the current

conference, requiring

the creation of a new

conference.

The VC system checks

whether users are

granted access to the

conferences.

Only a meeting

organizer can

add/remove people

from the conference.

When a person is

removed from the

conference (before or

during the meeting),

their access is revoked

immediately.

Integrity The identities of the

host and participants

are not confirmed.

Meeting ID, password

and unique meeting

URL can be shared and

viewed in emails and

calendar invites.

The unique keys for

every conference are

exchanged fully

encrypted, with no

access by the VC

provider.

Only authorised users

can access meetings,

eliminating risk of

misaddressing and

unintended access.
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Security 

Goals

E2EE without 

end-to-end security

E2EE with 

end-to-end security

Integrity

(continued)

Ensures data

sovereignty and

traceability.

No-installation app

(e.g., web app) limits

access to the user’s

device and ensures

automatic security

updates.

Verifiability Organiser is responsible

for inviting participants,

often via unsecure

channels (e.g. email).

All participants can

forward meeting

invites, compromising

meeting integrity.

Participants are

responsible for

checking URL for

potential phishing

attacks.

An email invite is not

required to join the

conference (no

phishing attacks); the

app keeps track of

conferences.

Organiser is required to

specify all participants

for a call.

No meeting URL

required, removing

phishing risks.

All participants are

known to all invitees.
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ACCESS CONTROLS AND DATA FLOW OF
A DEKKOLYNX, END-TO-END SECURE
VIDEO CONFERENCE 
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© 2021. DekkoSecure.

DekkoSecure has pioneered the employment of military grade

security technology to affordably safeguard the data of

Government, Enterprise and SMB’s across the globe. The Dekko

platform enables totally secure storage, information sharing,

document approval and video conferencing.

For further information please contact us: 

info@dekkosecure.com
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This document has addressed some of the key issues

that affect the security and privacy of your

organisation’s valuable information and data. We hope

that it assists your efforts to keep your valuable and

private data safe and secure.
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